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On Resolutions

“We don't tend to make
resolutions about things we
completely believe in. Few
of us promise to be appalled
by war or disease - it just
comes naturally. But we do
resolve all the time to be
kinder or more hard
working because a sizable
part of us loves being cruel
or sitting around.
A resolution always
hovers over a grave inner
conflict and constitutes a
vow by one part of
ourselves against the other.
Which is why, according to
some, we should never be so
foolish as to make a
resolution. After all, doing
so is just setting ourselves
up for a humiliation, when
we're tempted to bully a
colleague or waste the day
doing a cross-word. The
cynics warn us that the
collapse of our resolutions
will only make us more
vividly aware of our own
shortcomings.

And yet I'd like to argue for
the supreme importance of
resolutions - even if we
don't actually manage to
carry them through. Trying
to lead a moral and good life
must mean regularly daring
ourselves to be good.”
--from a commentary by author
Alain de Botton

Receiving ashes at the start of Lent is a long-held tradition.

But what if we
“modernized” it today, and used permanent markers instead? (Don’t worry -- we
won’t.) Do you think people would be as eager to be marked with long-lasting
ink? For many, ashes are convenient because they are temporary. Within a few
hours they wear off and they easily wash off. Ash Wednesday’s done, and we get
on with our lives.

This year let’s pretend that the ashes we wear ARE permanent.

If their purpose
is to identify ourselves as faithful Catholics who are disciples of Jesus, then let
our lives witness this in a permanent way. Come to church each weekend -- our
belonging to church is indeed something permanent, not a passing ash. Let us
“give up” that which keeps us from acting like Jesus -- not only on Ash
Wednesday, but throughout our lives.

I don’t know why you came to get ashes today. I came because I wanted to be-

long more deeply to Jesus and my church family. I receive (and give) ashes as a
sign of my belong to Christ and to you. I don’t want that belonging to be an
occasional thing -- I belong to Jesus forever and to my church forever.

Why did you come for ashes today?

Was it for a “quick fix” of spirituality or
can you see that it’s part of the longer journey of your life? Actually there’s nothing wrong with a quick fix. In other part of our lives there are things like “Jiffy
Lube” and rebooting our phones or re-calculating our GPS devices. But these
quick fixes are meant for the long haul, they’re not goals in themselves, So too
ashes aren’t the goal today. (I’m still amazed at the fervor with which some people seek out this bit of dirt, while the Eucharist goes uneaten during the rest of the
year. Christ is in the Eucharist, not the dust.) But if ashes are what got you in
the door today, then it’s a good start.

Just don’t stop.

Consider them to be a permanent sign for the days and years
ahead of a change in life that helps you belong more deeply.

